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All the articles are a worthwhile read. Campbell, Bowen, Hewitt/Lucas and Porter
added information and insight to the media/ intelligence complex. All governments,
including the current Obama administration, are sensitive to leaks. Surprisingly,
they are less sensitive to a lack of intelligence production. Governments like the
United States, United Kingdom, Canada and similar governments in Europe have
one thing in common. They are all very strong, even a government like Belgium
which seems most of the time to have no government. No matter how embarrassing
the leak, no matter how justified or unjustified the leak, these governments all
survive because they are middle class democracies under the rule of law. The
implication throughout the book is that both the media and government need
better-educated professionals with experience, judgment and integrity. The problem
is a serious deterioration in the general level of education and experience in both
domains of media and intelligence.

JOSEPH WIPPL ª 2012
Boston University

Email: jwippl@bu.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02684527.2012.688332

Roger Z. George and Harvey Rishikof (eds), The National Security Enterprise:
Navigating the Labyrinth (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2011).
Pp.367. $32.95. Pb. ISBN 978-1589016989.

Predator drones have become one of the most effective tools of counterterrorism
policy, enabling the United States to kill many leaders of Al Qaeda and its affiliates
without American casualties, while harming relatively few innocent civilians. Yet
remarkably, as Roger George explains in his chapter on the CIA in The National
Security Enterprise, no part of the US government initially wanted to operate these
powerful unmanned aerial vehicles. Before 9/11, both the Air Force and the CIA
resisted taking ownership of Predator operations because they considered them to
be peripheral to their missions and did not want to foot the bill for them. (The CIA
also worried about the diplomatic consequences of flying drones above other
countries.) Even in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, neither organization was
enthusiastic about operating the Predator, although the CIA ultimately did so.

This type of parochial behavior by national security agencies is often bemoaned,
and rightfully so. Indeed, the 9/11 Commission concluded that the failures of
agencies to adapt to the threat of terrorism, share information, and act
collaboratively prevented the United States from foreseeing and stopping the 9/11
attacks. Yet until now we have lacked an in-depth and contemporary scholarly
account of the many actors involved in national security policy that is deeply
grounded in a rich assessment of how organizational cultures and bureaucratic
politics shape government behavior.

The National Security Enterprise splendidly fills this void by analyzing the role of
today’s policymaking actors from a distinct angle focused on their cultures and
involvement in the interagency process. In doing so, it builds on the bureaucratic
politics literature spearheaded by Graham Allison and Morton Halperin over three
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decades ago and the more recent scholarship of Amy Zegart on the organizational
pathologies of the CIA and FBI.1 The National Security Enterprise expands on that
scholarship by applying its theoretical insights to a wide range of institutions
involved in national security policymaking, including not only many key executive
branch agencies and Congress, but also the Supreme Court, think-tanks, lobbyists,
and the media.

One of the book’s great strengths is that it contains a core argument that is carried
through most of its chapters, even though it is an edited volume. In their
introductory and concluding chapters, editors Roger George and Harvey Rishikof
argue cogently that bureaucratic incentives and cultures greatly constrain
government effectiveness, and that interagency reform will only succeed if it
includes powerful incentives for cultures to change. Many of the book’s other
chapters provide supporting evidence for this argument by describing the distinct
cultures of various institutions – from the Air Force’s prioritization of fighter pilots
above all other personnel, to the FBI’s focus on pursuing prosecutions (sometimes at
the expense of intelligence collection), to Congress’ culture of public combat – and
showing how these cultural differences complicate policymaking.

One of the important issues discussed by many of the book’s authors is whether
we have made progress in interagency cooperation and integration since 9/11. On
the whole, their answer is that the government has improved substantially in these
respects, although much more progress is needed. This assessment offers a useful
corrective to the conventional view that the major reorganizations carried out since
9/11 have only added new bureaucracy to the government without improving
policymaking. In fact, Thomas Fingar shows in his chapter on the Office of Director
of National Intelligence (ODNI) that the ODNI has made a lot of progress in
boosting information sharing and improving standards of analysis throughout the
intelligence community. But the ODNI’s ability to advance intelligence integration
further has been limited by the ambiguity of its mandate, presidential ambivalence
about its role, and animosity toward it from other agencies and officials.

Similarly, Gary Shiffman and Jonathan Hoffman offer a balanced assessment of
the other major new institution created as a result of the 9/11 attacks: the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS). Shiffman and Hoffman note that DHS
has made much progress in planning for terrorist attacks and other disasters,
improving interagency coordination, and creating information-sharing nodes at the
federal, state, and local levels of government. But Department of Homeland
Security’s impact has been constrained by the absence of a shared culture
throughout the mammoth department and by its lack of sufficient authority and
capacity to implement many of its policies, which often must be executed by states,
localities, and the private sector. DHS also suffered from poor management during
much of the Bush administration, which was exacerbated by frequent turnover
among senior officials.

1Graham Allison, Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Crisis, 2nd ed. (New
York: Longman 1999); Morton H. Halperin and Priscilla Clapp, with Arnold Kanter,
Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy, 2nd ed. (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution
Press 2006); Amy B. Zegart, Spying Blind: The CIA, the FBI, and the Origins of 9/11
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 2007).
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There has been progress as well in the relationship between the State and Defense
departments, thanks in part to their joint participation in interagency efforts such as
the Provincial Reconstruction Teams deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan. In his
chapter on the State Department, Marc Grossman notes that the culture of
American diplomats, which has traditionally been risk-averse and focused on the
mechanics of negotiation, is starting to become more collaborative and operation-
ally minded – thereby facilitating greater cooperation with military officers.

The upshot of these and other changes – including the gradual, decades-long
advancement of jointness among the military services – is that, on the whole, the
executive branch’s institutions are actually more synchronized now than ever
before. (The executive also looks like a model of policymaking coherence compared
to Congress, which is an order of magnitude more fractious and chaotic.)

But, as Michael Warner and Jon Rosenwasser explain in their chapter on the
evolution of interagency policymaking, this progress has occurred much more at the
tactical level – e.g. among agencies and units deployed in the field – than at
the strategic level. Indeed, the executive branch now produces dozens of strategic
documents on a regular basis – from the White House National Security Strategy, to
the quadrennial reviews carried out by various departments, to more narrow
strategies on issues such as counterterrorism and cyber policy – but it still lacks a
process for linking presidential priorities and high-level strategy to programmatic,
policy, and budgetary guidance. What is more, as Gordon Adams points out in his
chapter on the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the National Security
Council (NSC) and OMB have insufficient capacity to oversee policy implementa-
tion effectively. Absent these critical integrative processes, priorities and strategies
are not necessarily translated into budgets and actions, and agencies are often left to
their own devices.

Given these continuing deficiencies in interagency planning and coordination,
some of the book’s authors propose significant reforms. Interestingly, two different
general approaches emerge, with one focused on strengthening the NSC and OMB
as the drivers of integration, and the other centered on a more decentralized set of
personnel and cultural changes. Adams articulates the former approach in the
greatest detail, recommending that the White House carry out a quadrennial
national security review that feeds into biennial classified and detailed guidance to
agencies, and that the OMB and NSC formulate an annual integrated national
security budget. Adams also calls for giving the NSC and OMB greater capacity for
conducting long-term planning, linking plans to resources, and coordinating cross-
cutting policy areas like reconstruction and stabilization.

By contrast, George and Rishikof express skepticism about the feasibility of an
NSC-driven approach to integration, arguing that the NSC will not be able to
conduct strategic planning and coordinate complex policy areas effectively unless
its staff is increased tenfold or more. They point instead to interagency fusion
centers, such as the National Counterterrorism Center, as model loci of
integration, and argue that a culture of jointness can be best advanced through
changes in personnel policy. For instance, they propose requiring intelligence
officials to undergo a month of interagency training and to demonstrate to an
interagency promotion board that they are community players before they are
promoted to senior ranks. This focus on personnel policy reflects the editors’ belief
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that organizational reform will not necessarily improve matters if it is
unaccompanied by cultural change.

Ultimately, both approaches are necessary for a truly integrated and collaborative
policy process to emerge. Changing personnel incentives through joint training and
promotion standards is certainly essential to foster an interagency culture and to
routinize patterns of collaborative behavior. Yet coordination and integration also
require a powerful driver. Only the president – either through his own direct
intervention or through the national security advisor or OMB director – can resolve
policy and budgetary disputes among agency leaders. Strengthening the integrating
and coordinating capacity of White House institutions is therefore critical. It would
also help tremendously if Congress reformed its own committee structure, which is
full of overlapping jurisdictions but lacks a coordinating mechanism.

At the same time, we should acknowledge that jointness is not the end-all and be-
all, because policymaking also benefits from a competitive debate that airs different
perspectives. For this reason, it would probably not be wise to go to the extreme of
creating an all-powerful national security advisor or a single joint House–Senate
national security committee with exclusive jurisdiction over all national security
issues. Some amount of overlapping jurisdiction can be beneficial, despite the
frustrations and inefficiencies that accompany it, because the airing of competing
views makes really bad policy choices less likely. The ideal, therefore, is to increase
integration, coordination, and collaboration without taking away the ability of
various agencies and officials to make their voices heard.

Unfortunately, most senior administration officials and members of Congress
appear to have little interest in advancing interagency reform. Their reluctance to
pursue reform stems from the relatively high political costs and low political benefits
of doing so. Reform is costly because it generates fights with powerful agencies and
policymakers who fear that a stronger interagency process could threaten their
autonomy, budgets, and turf. At the same time, it promises few political benefits
since elected officials are unlikely to win reelection or achieve fame by championing
the unsexy cause of government reorganization. As a result, major change is only
likely to occur when a disaster or other national security crisis vividly highlights
government failures and places substantial pressure on policymakers to make
changes. Consider that the biggest government and intelligence reorganizations
since 1947 – the creation of DHS and the ODNI – took place in the wake of the 9/11
attacks.

The only general shortcoming of The National Security Enterprise is that it does
not cover institutions that deal with foreign aid and international economic
policymaking. Although this gap is understandable given space limitations, it is, in
my view, a significant deficiency because aid, trade, and other economic matters are
important parts of national security policy today. Perhaps a second edition could
include a chapter on the US Agency for International Development or the US Trade
Representative. It is also worth noting that the book does not directly cover
substantive national security issues, such as counterterrorism policy or nuclear
strategy. I would not call this a deficiency since The National Security Enterprise
only purports to cover policymaking actors and processes, but it means that the
book’s overall scope is more limited than that of another leading textbook,
American National Security, written by Amos Jordan, William Taylor, Michael
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Meese, and Suzanne Neilsen, which covers major national security issues as well as
key institutions.2

But the payoff of the George and Rishikof approach is that, by focusing entirely
on institutions and processes, they have been able to create a book that provides the
most in-depth overview in print of how national security policy is made today and
of the challenges of formulating and implementing it effectively. Moreover, the
quality of the analysis in The National Security Enterprise is matched by the fluidity
of its writing, with sophisticated but accessible chapters authored by a terrific mix of
distinguished scholars and former policymakers. The book is suitable for an
introductory undergraduate or graduate course on US national security policy and is
the perfect textbook for a more advanced course on the foreign policy process or
national security institutions. It will also serve as a valuable reference book for all
scholars of national security affairs.

JORDAN TAMA ª 2012
American University, Washington, DC

Email: tama@american.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02684527.2012.688333

Richard Betts, American Force: Dangers, Delusions, and Dilemmas in National
Security (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012). Pp.367. $29.50. Hb. ISBN
978-0-231-15122-1.

Richard Betts is annoyed. He is annoyed that the United States has committed its
military resources to various post-Cold War goals, such as humanitarian
intervention and nation-building that, while sometimes desirable, are difficult if
not impossible for the United States to achieve. Even worse, when the United States
has intervened it has tried to do so on the cheap; domestic political concerns often
result in US forces and strategies that are grossly insufficient or ineffective at
achieving these goals. In the process, Betts argues that the United States has come to
see national security as the projection of power abroad and the global promotion
and policing of a liberal economic and political order. And Betts is annoyed with the
results: the United States spends too much money on defense, gets involved in
struggles that create new enemies, and misses opportunities to avoid a future major
confrontation with Russia or, most crucially, China.

In spelling out these problems, Betts has produced a far-ranging and well-
articulated critique of how the United States has envisioned and pursued national
security since the end of the Cold War. His arguments are informed by a deep
knowledge of historical experience, with a bit of international relations theory
thrown in. Plus, Betts also takes on the task of using this critical analysis as the
foundation for developing a more rational means of assessing US security options
for the future. Most of today’s key security problems are examined, including
weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the

2Amos C. Jordan, William T. Taylor, Jr., Michael J. Meese and Suzanne C. Neilsen,
American National Security, 6th ed. (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press 2009).
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